
Q1 Your details

Please provide your personal details in full in order for your representation to be taken into 
account at the examination:

First Name

Last Name

Address

Post Code

Telephone -

Email Address

Organisation (if applicable)
n/a, these are my views and not linked to any organisation

Q2 Make a representation

Please try to make sure your comment relates to whether the draft plan meets the basic 
conditions.

What are you commenting on? 

Paragraph Number

Policy Reference

Other (Please provide details)
Community Aspiration HT4

Q3 Do you support, oppose or wish to comment on this paragraph?

Support

Support with modifications

Comment

Oppose

Q4 Comments

The canal path should be left as it is. Resurfacing the path at the Bridge Street (and southern) end has 
resulted in an increase in dog walkers in particular - this includes a large amount of dog fowling centred 
around the top section. More dogs and people means more wildlife disturbance. Some of the  notable 
species use the trees, reeds and other vegetation that is on or adjacent to the path itself (not the fields) 
and they do suffer from the increased disturbance. Dogs also contribute to erosion of the Titchfield canal 
and impact the quality of it. It is a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation so more should be done to 
protect it and prioritise it over dogs. There are plenty of other areas (e.g. parks) for dogs to be taken to. 
The canal path is also narrow but borders designated areas and priority habitats so should NOT be 
widened. It is time also to fence off the whole of the Titchfield canal SINC - there is already some fencing - 
as this should help protect it for future. Water Voles are one of many species that use the canal. They are 
more important than dogs.



Q5 What improvements or modifications should be made to the neighbourhood plan? 

(You will need to say why this change will enable the Plan to proceed. It would be helpful if 
you could provide revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.) 

There should NOT be a commitment to resurface the whole of the Titchfield canal path. It is a sensitive 
area, also prone to flooding (but this is natural given the location) so leaving it as a dirt track is better 
financially too. Also, please do NOT make the canal path a cycle track - I agree with the proposal to direct 
cyclists elsewhere. Please put the "no cycling" signs back! I believe that trying to "improve" the canal path 
would go against the commitment to protect SINCs based on the way the SINC is currently treated.

Q6 Would you like to comment on another part of the Titchfield Neighbourhood plan?

Yes

No

Q7 The part of the plan to which your representation relates 

Paragraph Number

Policy Reference

Other (Please provide details)

Q8 Do you support, oppose or wish to comment on this paragraph?

Support

Support with modifications

Comment

Oppose

Q9 Comments



Q10 What improvements or modifications should be made to the neighbourhood plan? 

(You will need to say why this change will enable the Plan to proceed. It would be helpful if 
you could provide revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.) 

Q11 Would you like to comment on another part of the Titchfield Neighbourhood plan?

Yes

No

Q12 The part of the plan to which your representation relates 

Paragraph Number

Policy Reference

Other (Please provide details)

Q13 Do you support, oppose or wish to comment on this paragraph?

Support

Support with modifications

Comment

Oppose

Q14 Comments



Q15 What improvements or modifications should be made to the neighbourhood plan? 

(You will need to say why this change will enable the Plan to proceed. It would be helpful if 
you could provide revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.) 

Q16 Would you like to comment on another part of the Titchfield Neighbourhood plan?

Yes

No

Q17 The part of the plan to which your representation relates 

Paragraph Number

Policy Reference

Other (Please provide details)

Q18 Do you support, oppose or wish to comment on this paragraph?

Support

Support with modifications

Comment

Oppose

Q19 Comments



Q20 What improvements or modifications should be made to the neighbourhood plan? 

(You will need to say why this change will enable the Plan to proceed. It would be helpful if 
you could provide revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.) 

Q21 Would you like to comment on another part of the Titchfield Neighbourhood plan?

Yes

No

Q22 The part of the plan to which your representation relates 

Paragraph Number

Policy Reference

Other (Please provide details)

Q23 Do you support, oppose or wish to comment on this paragraph?

Support

Support with modifications

Comment

Oppose



Q24 Comments

Q25 What improvements or modifications should be made to the neighbourhood plan? 

(You will need to say why this change will enable the Plan to proceed. It would be helpful if 
you could provide revised wording of any policy or text. Please be as precise as possible.) 

Q26 If a hearing is held by the independent examiner would you like to participate?

Yes

No

Q27 Please outline why you consider your participation is necessary:



Q28 Would you like to be kept informed of the progress of the neighbourhood plan?

Yes

No




